
PRE-PRESS INFORMATION
1. To avoid additional charges, please provide your artwork ready to 
print. 

2. Use spot colors. Do not include RGB or CMYK colors in your 
artwork. Specify our ink colors from our website, or special Pantone 
(“close match”) at additional charge.

3. Adjust the line thickness on small detail to a minimum of 1 point 
(lines less than 1 point in thickness may fill in or break up during 
printing). 

5. To avoid “Bleed Charges” keep all artwork at least 1/4” inside the 
smallest size you will order, and 1/4” away from strap holes. 

6. For “Full Bleed” artwork (at additional charge), provide at least 1/8” 
of bleed outside the largest size you will order.

7. One setup is used for all sizes, so use the best cropping template for 
your design (”Heel Justified” or “Center Justified”).   Alternatively we 
can do multiple setups at an additional costs - in this case provide a 
different file for each setup.

Sandal with Vinyl Straps Template



Sandal with Rubber Straps Template

PRE-PRESS INFORMATION
1. To avoid additional charges, please provide your artwork ready to 
print. 

2. Use spot colors. Do not include RGB or CMYK colors in your 
artwork. Specify our ink colors from our website, or special Pantone 
(“close match”) at additional charge.

3. Adjust the line thickness on small detail to a minimum of 1 point 
(lines less than 1 point in thickness may fill in or break up during 
printing). 

5. To avoid “Bleed Charges” keep all artwork at least 1/4” inside the 
smallest size you will order, and 1/4” away from strap holes. 

6. For “Full Bleed” artwork (at additional charge), provide at least 1/8” 
of bleed outside the largest size you will order.

7. One setup is used for all sizes, so use the best cropping template for 
your design (”Heel Justified” or “Center Justified”).  Alternatively we 
can do multiple setups at an additional costs - in this case provide a 
different file for each setup.



Sandal with Fabric Strap Template

Strap Artwork

PRE-PRESS INFORMATION
1. To avoid additional charges, please provide your artwork ready to 
print.

2. Use spot colors or CMYK Colors.  Specify our ink colors from our 
website, or special Pantone (“close match”) at additional charge.

3. Convert all text to curves or outlines.

4. For “Full Bleed” artwork (no additional charge), provide at least 1/8” 
of bleed outside of the sole outline.

5. For Full Color (additional charge) provide vector or bitmap.  Bitmap 
images (JPG, PSD, etc) should be 300 DPI at actual printing size.  We can 
accept 150 DPI absolute minimum, however it is considered below 
standard spec and is at your risk.

6. Please keep all artwork on one layer and separate from the Template 
layer.

7. Adjust the line thickness on small detail to a minimum of 1 point (lines 
less than 1 point in thickness may fill in or breakup during printing).



Adult SizesTemplate is size XS. Imprint is the same on 
all sizes and will be positioned accordingly.

Heel Imprint



Adult SizesTemplate is size XS. Imprint is the same on 
all sizes and will be positioned accordingly.

Center Imprint



Cropping Guide
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